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Disposition of Pensions upon Leaving a Job  

This document describes the list of data files included in this package. The data files 

include information about disposition of pensions from respondents’ last and/or up to three 

previous pension jobs reported in their first interview wave and when respondents leave their 

previous interview wave job.  There are two sets of data files. The first set includes pension 

values from respondents’ last and or previous jobs for Waves 1, 4, and 7. The second set of data 

files includes pension values from respondents’ terminated jobs for Waves 2 to Wave 8. The 

values are constructed from self-reported data. They include imputations for the missing, don’t 

know and refuse responses.  

A. Disposition of Pensions from Last and Previous Jobs 

Respondents who reported not working at their initial interview are asked about their last 

job. Those respondents and respondents who reported working are also asked about up to three 

previous pension jobs they worked on for at least five years. They are asked for the details of the 

pensions from those jobs, including their dispositions. Questions about the disposition of pension 

plans include detailed questions about what the respondent did with the plan; if withdrew the 

money, rolled it over into an IRA, left it to accumulate in the old plan, converted it to an annuity, 

is expecting future benefits, receiving benefits, transferred to the new employer, received a cash 

settlement, or lost the benefit. There are follow-up questions asking about the amounts of the 

benefits and the dates of the reported action the respondent has taken.  

We begin with the following list of data files, which includes constructed variables 

capturing the value of those pensions in Wave 1, Wave 4, and Wave 7.  
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1. dispos_PrevLast92 

This data file includes pension values from respondents last and/or previous pension jobs 

reported in Wave 1. All values are in 1992 dollars. Constructed variables include: 

pdvEFB92x:  present discounted value of expected future benefits  

pdvRBremain92x: present discounted DB values if in pay status  

pdvCash92x: present value of cash settlements  

pdvIRAA92x: present value of IRA accounts from DB plans  

pdvIRAB92x:  present value of IRA accounts from DC plans  

pdvTransf92x: present value of the DC plans transferred to new employers  

pdvANNremain92x: present value of annuities  

pdvWitdr92x: present value of the money withdrawn from DC  

For respondents who made the same disposition choices for more than one pension job, the 

value of those choices is summed up. For example, for a respondent who reported two previous 

pension jobs and reported having received cash settlements from both those jobs, the value of 

those cash settlements are summed up and presented in pdvCash92x. 

 

2. dispos_PrevLast98 

This data file includes the value of pensions from respondents’ last and previous jobs in 

Wave 4. All values are in 1998 dollars. Constructed variables include: 
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pdvEFB98x:  present discounted value of expected future benefits  

pdvRBremain98x: present discounted DB values if in pay status  

pdvCash98x: present value of cash settlements  

pdvIRAA98x: present value of IRA accounts from DB plans  

pdvIRAB98x:  present value of IRA accounts from DC plans  

pdvTransf98x: present value of the DC plans transferred to new employers  

pdvANNremain98x: present value of annuities  

pdvWitdr98x: present value of the money withdrawn from DC  

For respondents who made the same disposition choices for more than one pension job, we 

have summed up the value of the choices they made.  

 

3. dispos_PrevLast04 

This data file includes the value of pensions from respondents’ last and previous jobs in 

Wave 7. All values are in 2004 dollars. Constructed variables include: 

pdvEFB04x:  present discounted value of expected future benefits  

pdvRBremain04x: present discounted DB values if in pay status  

pdvCash04x: present value of cash settlements  

pdvIRAA04x: present value of IRA accounts from DB plans  

pdvIRAB04x:  present value of IRA accounts from DC plans  

pdvTransf04x: present value of the DC plans transferred to new employers  
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pdvANNremain04x: present value of annuities  

pdvWitdr04x: present value of the money withdrawn from DC  

For respondents who made the same disposition choices in more than one pension job, we 

have summed up the value of the choices they made.  

4. Disposition of Pensions from Jobs Held in Previous Waves 

Data on the disposition and value of pensions left during the course of the survey are 

collected in the wave following the termination of employment from a pension-covered job. In 

this package, we have included the pension values separately for each of the choices respondents 

made when they disposed of their pensions upon leaving their previous interview employment 

for each wave. For respondents with two or more terminated jobs, we have summed up the value 

of the choices they made. For example, for a respondent who reported two different jobs after 

his/her first interview and reported two different IRA rollovers upon leaving those two jobs, the 

value of those IRA accounts are summed up. All constructed variables include imputed values 

for the missing, DK, and RF values. 

The data files are organized by wave. There are 7 data files, one for each wave from 

Wave 2 to Wave 8.  They are as follows: 

 

1. dispos_TermW2:  

This data file includes pension values from a terminated job reported in the FA, FB, or FC 

sections of Wave 2. All values are in 1994 dollars. Constructed variables include: 

pdvEFB_F2x:  present discounted value of expected future benefits from DB plans  

pdvRBremain94_F2x: present discounted DB values if in pay status  
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pdvCash_F2x: present value of cash settlements from DB plans 

pdvIRAA_F2x: present value of IRA accounts from DB plans  

pdvIRAB_F2x:  present value of IRA accounts from DC plans  

pdvTransf_F2x: present value of the DC plans transferred to new employers  

pdvANNremain94_F2x: present value of annuities from DC plans  

pdvWitdr_F2x: present value of the money withdrawn from DC plans 

 

2. dispos_TermW3:  

This data file includes pension values from a terminated job reported in the G section of 

Wave 3. All values are in 1996 dollars. Constructed variables include: 

pdvEFB_G3x:  present discounted value of expected future benefits from DB plans  

pdvRBremain96_G3x: present discounted DB values if in pay status  

pdvCash_G3x: present value of cash settlements from DB plans 

pdvIRAA_G3x: present value of IRA accounts from DB plans  

pdvIRAB_G3x:  present value of IRA accounts from DC plans  

pdvTransf_G3x: present value of the DC plans transferred to new employers  

pdvANNremain96_G3x: present value of annuities from DC plans 

pdvWitdr_G3x: present value of the money withdrawn from DC plans 

 

3. dispos_TermW4:  
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This data file includes pension values from a terminated job reported in the G section of 

Wave 4. All values are in 1998 dollars. Constructed variables include: 

pdvEFB_G4x:  present discounted value of expected future benefits from DB plans  

pdvRBremain98_G4x: present discounted DB values if in pay status  

pdvCash_G4x: present value of cash settlements from DB plans  

pdvIRAA_G4x: present value of IRA accounts from DB plans  

pdvIRAB_G4x:  present value of IRA accounts from DC plans  

pdvTransf_G4x: present value of the DC plans transferred to new employers  

pdvANNremain98_G4x: present value of annuities from DC plans  

pdvWitdr_G4x: present value of the money withdrawn from DC plans 

 

4. dispos_TermW5:  

This data file includes pension values from a terminated job reported in the G section of 

Wave 5. All values are in 2000 dollars. Constructed variables include: 

pdvEFB_G5x:  present discounted value of expected future benefits from DB plans  

pdvRBremain00_G5x: present discounted DB values if in pay status  

pdvCash_G5x: present value of cash settlements from DB plans  

pdvIRAA_G5x: present value of IRA accounts from DB plans  

pdvIRAB_G5x:  present value of IRA accounts from DC plans  

pdvTransf_G5x: present value of the DC plans transferred to new employers  
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pdvANNremain00_G5x: present value of annuities from DC plans  

pdvWitdr_G5x: present value of the money withdrawn from DC plans 

 

5. dispos_TermW6:  

This data file includes pension values from a terminated job reported in the J section of Wave 

6. All values are in 2002 dollars. Constructed variables include: 

pdvEFB_j6x:  present discounted value of expected future benefits from DB plans  

pdvRBremain02_j6x: present discounted DB values if in pay status  

pdvCash_j6x: present value of cash settlements from DB plans  

pdvIRAA_j6x: present value of IRA accounts from DB plans  

pdvIRAB_j6x:  present value of IRA accounts from DC plans  

pdvTransf_j6x: present value of the DC plans transferred to new employers  

pdvANNremain02_j6x: present value of annuities from DC plans  

pdvWitdr_j6x: present value of the money withdrawn from DC plans  

 

6. dispos_TermW7:  

This data file includes pension values from a terminated job reported in the J section of Wave 

7. All values are in 2004 dollars. Constructed variables include: 

pdvEFB_j7x:  present discounted value of expected future benefits from DB plans  

pdvRBremain04_j7x: present discounted DB values if in pay status  
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pdvCash_j7x: present value of cash settlements from DB plans 

pdvIRAA_j7x: present value of IRA accounts from DB plans  

pdvIRAB_j7x:  present value of IRA accounts from DC plans  

pdvTransf_j7x: present value of the DC plans transferred to new employers  

pdvANNremain04_j7x: present value of annuities from DC plans  

pdvWitdr_j7x: present value of the money withdrawn from DC plans  

 

7. dispos_TermW8:  

This data file includes pension values from a terminated job reported in the J section of Wave 

8. All values are in 2006 dollars. Constructed variables include: 

pdvEFB_j8x:  present discounted value of expected future benefits from DB plans  

pdvRBremain06_j8x: present discounted DB values if in pay status  

pdvCash_j8x: present value of cash settlements from DB plans  

pdvIRAA_j8x: present value of IRA accounts from DB plans  

pdvIRAB_j8x:  present value of IRA accounts from DC plans  

pdvTransf_j8x: present value of the DC plans transferred to new employers  

pdvANNremain06_j8x: present value of annuities from DC plans 

pdvWitdr_j8x: present value of the money withdrawn from DC plans 

pdvInstall_j8x: present value of the installments received from DC plans 
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